1. REMOVE EXISTING CARPET, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW CARPET AND BASE.
2. REMOVE EXISTING VCT FLOORING, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. MAINTAIN A 12" SAMPLE OF THE EXISTING BASE TO BE USED AS THE CONTROL SAMPLE FOR THE NEW BASE. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED BASE AND MATCHING MATERIALS.
3. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.
4. REMOVE EXISTING VCT FLOORING, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW RUBBER FLOOR AND BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #4.
5. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. REFER TO ALTERNATE #4.
6. REMOVE EXISTING ACOUSTICAL WALL PANELS. RUBBER FLOOR AND BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #1.
7. REMOVE EXISTING CARPET, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW CARPET AND BASE. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED BASE.
8. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE. REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
9. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
10. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
11. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
12. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
13. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
14. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
15. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
16. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
17. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
18. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
19. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
20. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.

NEW WORK NOTES

1. REMOVE EXISTING CARPET, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW CARPET AND BASE.
2. REMOVE EXISTING VCT FLOORING, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. MAINTAIN A 12" SAMPLE OF THE EXISTING BASE TO BE USED AS THE CONTROL SAMPLE FOR THE NEW BASE. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS. REFER TO ALTERNATE #2.
3. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
4. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
5. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
6. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
7. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
8. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
9. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
10. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
11. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
12. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
13. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
14. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
15. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
16. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
17. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
18. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
19. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.
20. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW VCT FLOORING AND BASE.

GENERAL NOTES

PREVENT EXISTING CONDITIONS TO REMAIN, THE GC IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGE CAUSED BY DEMOLITION, NEW CONSTRUCTION, WORK & CONSTRUCTION.

ENSURE ALL ART WORK ON THE EXISTING WALL THAT IS TO REMAIN SHALL BE PROTECTED FROM OVERSPRAY AND PAINT SPLATTERING. REFER TO ALTERNATE #2.

ENSURE ALL WORK SHALL BE PERFORMED IN A SAFE AND ACCEPTABLE MANNER TO ALL AUTHORITIES HAVING JURISDICTION AND THE CONTRACTOR TO VISIT SITE TO DETERMINE WHAT EXISTING BASE TO BE USED AS THE CONTROL SAMPLE FOR THE NEW BASE.

CONTRACTOR TO REMOVE AND DISPOSE OF ALL TRASH AND DEBRIS FROM THE BUILDING AS A RESULT OF CONSTRUCTION. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE OR DAMAGED DURING DEMOLITION. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT EXISTING CONDITIONS TO REMAIN, THE GC IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGE CAUSED BY DEMOLITION, NEW CONSTRUCTION, WORK & CONSTRUCTION.

OWNERSHIP OF DRAWINGS

THE WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION OF STUDIO 2H DESIGN, LLC AND MUST NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION.

REUSE OF DOCUMENTS
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN NORTH
NEW WORK NOTES

1. REMOVE EXISTING CARPET, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW CARPET AND BASE.

2. REMOVE EXISTING VCT FLOORING, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. MAINTAIN A 12" SAMPLE OF THE EXISTING BASE TO BE USED AS THE CONTROL SAMPLE FOR THE RUBBER BASE. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS. REFER TO ALTERNATE #2.

3. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

4. REMOVE EXISTING VCT FLOORING, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. MAINTAIN A 12" SAMPLE OF THE EXISTING BASE TO BE USED AS THE CONTROL SAMPLE FOR THE RUBBER BASE. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

5. REMOVE EXISTING CABINETS, SAND CMU WALL AS REQUIRED TO RECEIVE NEW PAINT FINISH. SCRAPE, FILL HOLE AND PATCH CMU WALL AS REQUIRED TO RECEIVE NEW PAINT FINISH.

6. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

7. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

8. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

9. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

10. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

11. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

12. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

13. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

14. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

15. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

16. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

17. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

18. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

19. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

20. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

21. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

22. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

23. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

24. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

25. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

26. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

27. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

28. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

29. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.

30. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE PLASTER AT CEILING. PREP TO RECEIVE VCT FLOORING AND RUBBER BASE. REFER TO ALTERNATE #3.
1. REMOVE EXISTING CARPET, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW CARPET AND BASE. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW CARPET AND BASE. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE CARPET, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW CARPET AND BASE. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW CARPET AND BASE.

2. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE TILES AT SANDING, PREP TO RECEIVE NEW TILES. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE TILES AT SANDING, PREP TO RECEIVE NEW TILES. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE TILES AT SANDING, PREP TO RECEIVE NEW TILES.

3. REMOVE EXISTING CARPET, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW CARPET AND BASE. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW CARPET AND BASE.

4. REMOVE EXISTING LOOSE CARPET, RUBBER BASE AND ADHESIVE AS REQUIRED PER MFR RECOMMENDATION FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW CARPET AND BASE. PROVIDE NEW PAINTED WALLS, NEW CARPET AND BASE.

5. CONSTRUCTION SITE AND BUILDING SAFETY. ARCHITECT. THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL JOB SAFETY IS NOT THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE OWNER OR CONTRACTOR TO VISIT SITE TO DETERMINE WHAT EXISTING CONSTRUCTION, AND DEBRIS CAUSED BY WORK BEING PERFORMED.

6. CONSTRUCTION SITE AND BUILDING SAFETY. ARCHITECT. THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL JOB SAFETY IS NOT THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE OWNER OR CONTRACTOR TO VISIT SITE TO DETERMINE WHAT EXISTING CONSTRUCTION, AND DEBRIS CAUSED BY WORK BEING PERFORMED.

7. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION.

8. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION.

9. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION.

10. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION.

11. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION.

12. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION.

13. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION.

14. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION. CONTRACTOR TO PROTECT ALL EXISTING BUILDING STRUCTURES, FINISHES, AND EQUIPMENT FROM COLLECTING DUST AND DAMAGE DURING DEMOLITION.